Introduction
Application of the boundary element method to the elliptic boundary problem (c.f. [1] ) requires an approximate solution of the Fredholm's integral equation of the second kind which, in the 1-dimensional case (m=l), has the form r"
<P(x) -
N(x,y)<A(y)dy = f(x) , x e <a;b> . J a
The above mentioned approximate solution of this equation bases on solving the system of equations r 3j *(x.) -E*(x.)-N(x.,y)dy = f(x.) j-1 3 S-l with variables 0(x x ),0(x 2 ),...,0(x n ), where a = a Q <a 1 <a 2 < <a n _ 1 <a n = b, x^Ojjja^, x i 6(a i _ 1 ;a i > for i=2,3,...,n.
In this paper the m-dimensional case, m * 1, is considered. We examine existence and uniqueness of the approximate solution and we estimate its error with respect to given approximate values of the functions N and f.
Notation and assumptions
Let m be a fixed positive integer and let R 1 " be the m-dimensional Euclidean space. Let R(A) be the set of all functions f:A >R Riemann integrable over A and let ]f[ = sup|f(x)|. We define in R(A) xeA the operations of adding elements and multiplying an element by a real number in the usual way. Moreover let Qf -g[ be the distance between f and g, f,g e R(A).
The set R(A) with the above defined operations, the norm and the distance is a Banach space.
Let Qk|| be the norm of a linear operator K:P >R(A), where P is a linear subspace of the space R(A).
Denote by a partition of a set A into subsets A lf A 2 ,...,A n such that the following assumption is satisfied: n (H_) A = U A. , A. r\ A. = z for i * j and every set A.,A_, i=l 3 ...,A n satisfies (H^ . 
